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Fig. 1. Capacity trends for technical demonstration of linear tape system 
(orange), enterprise-class tape cartridge (red), LTO tape cartridge (dark blue), 
and 3.5-inch form factor hard disk drive (light green). 

TABLE I     KEY ITEMS FOR ACHIEVING HIGH-CAPACITY MEDIA

Item Advantage Risk 

a Small magnetic particles High SNR Loss of magnetic 
properties 

b Thin magnetic layer High resolution Coating
uniformity 

c Smooth surface profile Low spacing Friction between 
tape and head 

d Thiner tape Longer tape 
(High Capacity) 

Strength of tape 
media 
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Abstract—We surveyed the history of using metal particulate 
media in linear tape systems to enhance cartridge capacity, 
discussed the metal particulate media limitations, and introduced 
advanced barium-ferrite-particulate-media-based magnetic tape 
technology, focusing on the use of magnetic particles, surface 
profile design, and particle orientation control. The increase in 
cartridge capacity has been accelerated by combining barium 
ferrite particles with ultrathin layer coating technology and by 
controlling the barium ferrite particle orientation and surface 
asperities, which reduce the surface frictional force without 
increasing the head-to-media spacing. 

Keywords—linear tape system; barium ferrite; magnetic 
recording; archive 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Particulate-media-based tape storage systems are widely 
used for data-backup and archiving applications because of 
their low-cost, the stability of the recording media for long-
term data retention, and the reliability of information retrieval 
and reproduction. The total worldwide volume of digital data is 
increasing at an explosive pace and is projected to reach 40 
zettabytes (ZB) by 2020: 50 times the volume of data estimated 
for 2010 [1], implying that the capacity of linear tape systems 
is expected to grow at a similar pace. Fig. 1 presents the 
capacity trends of the technical demonstrations of the linear 
tape system, enterprise-class tape cartridge, linear tape-open 
(LTO) tape cartridge, and 3.5-inch form factor hard disk drive 
(HDD). The tape cartridge capacity of products has shown a 
trend very similar to that of HDDs while the technical 
demonstrations of the linear tape systems have shown trends 
far beyond those of the products. One-terabyte (TB) cartridge 
technical demonstration [2], corresponding to an areal 
recording density of approximately 1 Gbit/in2, was achieved 
with metal particulate (MP) tape media in 2003, and 1-TB MP 
cartridges were commercially launched in 2008. The first and 
second barium ferrite (BF) tapes (i.e., BF-1st and -2nd)
technically demonstrated 6.7 and 29.5 Gbit/in2 in 2006 [3] and 
2010 [4], corresponding to 8 and 35 TB per cartridge, 
respectively. Nowadays, 2.5- to 8.5-TB BF tape cartridges are 
commercially produced using the same technology as that used 
for BF-1st. Products up to 30 to 40 TB per cartridge 
commercially produced using the same technology as that used 
for BF-2nd will soon be available. Technical demonstration 
beyond 100 TB per cartridge is also expected to be achieved 
very soon [5]. This paper discusses the details of the key 

technologies used to enhance the cartridge capacities of linear 
tape systems. Table I lists the key items, which enhance the 
cartridge capacities of magnetic tape media. In the next section, 
we  first  survey  the history of  increasing  MP media capacity, 
focusing on the aspects listed in Table I, which will be  
followed by a discussion of MP media limitations. The details 
of the BF technologies used to overcome MP media limitations 
are introduced in section III.  

II. METAL PARTICULATE  MEDIA 

The capacities of MP tape cartridges have been increased 
by decreasing (a) the magnetic particle volume without 
degrading magnetic properties such as coercivity and magnetic 
moment, (b) the magnetic layer thickness, (c) the medium 
surface roughness, and (d) the total tape thickness. In this 
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Fig. 2. Change in metal particle volume over time. 
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Fig. 3. MP media magnetic layer thickness. ATOMM technology reduced 
magnetic layer thickness to submicrometer level and NANOCUBIC 
technology reduced it to several tens of nanometers. 

ATOMM
Thickness ( ) 110 nm
Deviation 25 nm

/t 23
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Fig. 4. Comparison of media produced using ATOMM and NANOCUBIC 
technologies. Deviation in interface between nonmagnetic under layer and 
magnetic layer was reduced to 6 nm using NANOCUBIC technology. 
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Fig. 5. Reduction in MP tape surface roughness. 

section, the history of increasing MP tape cartridge capacity is 
surveyed from these four perspectives and the MP media 
capacity limitation is then discussed. 

A. Magnetic Particles 
Magnetic particles are one of the most important aspects of 

recording media. Small magnetic particles are essential for 
reducing noise, resulting in a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
adequate for reproducing the signal as error-free data. Halving 
the particle volume corresponds to increasing the SNR by 3 dB, 
which could narrow the reader track by one-half. Fig. 2 shows 
the reduction in MP media particle volume over time. In the 
1990s, the volume of particles used in MP media was more 
than 100,000 nm3 while that of those used in the latest MP 
media is less than 3,000 nm3.

B. Magnetic Layer Thickness 
In longitudinal magnetic recording, which is used in MP 

media, the thickness of the magnetic recording layer should be 
controlled on the order of ~ /4, where  represents the 
wavelength of the recorded signal and is proportional to the bit 
length or inversely proportional to the linear density. Even if 
the magnetic layer was thicker than /4, the signal barely 
increases whereas the noise increases thereby decreasing the 
SNR. Fig. 3 shows the magnetic layer thickness trends over 
time. They drastically changed twice. The first time was in the 
mid-90s and second in 2010. The first and second thickness 
reductions were achieved using ATOMM [6]-[8] and 
NANOCUBIC [9] technologies, respectively.  Fig. 4 shows the 
cross-sectional views of MP media produced using ATOMM 
and NANOCUBIC technologies. The interface boundary 
between the under and magnetic layers of the MP medium 
produced using NANOCUBIC technology appears much 
smoother than that between the ones of the MP medium 
produced using ATOMM technology, which could enable us to 
reduce the magnetic layer thickness to 60 nm or thinner. 

C. Surface Roughness 
The spacing between the head and the medium (d)

decreases the signal output, especially in the high linear density 
region (i. e., when  is small), dBdSignal /6.54 . This 
formula shows that a spacing one-tenth as wide as the 
wavelength (for example, d = 5 nm when = 50 nm) 
approximately halves the signal amplitude. The medium 
surface must be as smooth as possible while suppressing the 
frictional force low enough to maintain high runability, which 
is required for reliability, in order to minimize the spacing 
between the head and the medium. Fig. 5 presents the 
reduction of surface roughness in MP. In the 1990s, the surface 
roughness of MP media was approx. 7 nm in Ra (centerline 
average roughness), while that of the latest MP media is less 
than 3 nm. Fig. 6 shows the significant difference between the 
surface roughnesses of the LTO-1 and LTO-5 produced using 
ATOMM and NANOCUBIC technologies, respectively. 

D. Total media thickness 
Cartridge capacity is not only a function of areal density 

but also of tape length. Reducing the total tape thickness 



ATOMM Technology (LTO-G1)

Ra = 5.2 nm

ATOMM Technology (LTO-G1)

Ra = 5.2 nm

Nanocubic Technology (LTO-G5)

Ra = 2.6 nm
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Fig. 6. Profiles of LTO-1 and LTO-5 surfaces produced using ATOMM and 
Nanocubic Technologies, respectively. Surface roughness (Ra) of LTO-5 is 
only 2.6 nm while that of LTO-1 is 5.2 nm. 
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Fig. 7. Tape thickness trends over time. Total tape thickness consists of
substrate and back, under, and magnetic layer thicknesses and has decreased 
from 17 to 6 m in last 30 years 
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Fig. 8. Dependence of coercivity on particle volume. Metal particles whose 
volumes are <3,000 nm3 cannot maintain their magnetic properties, so 
drastically coercivity decreases. 

enables a longer tape to be stored in the same size cartridge; 
thus, three-dimensionally increasing the cartridge capacity. As 
shown in Fig. 7, the tape thickness has been reduced by 
approximately one-third in the past 20 years, which has 
contributed to a 3-fold increase in capacity. 

E. Limitaion of MP 
Although the half-inch-wide tape-media cartridge used 30 

years ago was able to store 0.1 GB per cartridge (Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC), TK50 with CompacTape I), 
the latest MP cartridge (LTO-6) can record up to 2.5 TB per 
cartridge without compression, corresponding to an average 
annual growth of 40%. However, 2.5-TB LTO-6 was launched 
nearly three years after launching 1.5-TB LTO-5, indicating 
that the speed at which the capacity of the MP-based cartridge 
had increased was apparently reduced. In addition, the metal 
particles used in LTO-6 are “essentially identical” to those 
used in LTO-5 [10]. These facts imply that there will be no 
future margin for enhancing the capacity of MP-based 
cartridges. One of the important technologies used to enhance 
cartridge capacity until 2010 (LTO-5) was to reduce the 
magnetic particle volume. Capacity increase saturation reflects 
the difficulty in continually reducing metal particle volume 
while maintaining sufficient magnetic properties such as 
coercivity and saturation magnetization, because MP media 
coercivity depends on shape anisotropy and because each 
particle surface must be covered with a passivation layer 
consisting of a material showing much lower saturation 
magnetization, which places a severe practical limit on the 
minimum particle volume. Fig. 8 shows the dependence of 
coercivity on MP particle volume. Decreasing the particle 
volume less than 3,000 nm3 drastically decreases coercivity, 
which seems to restrict the use of smaller metal particles in 
LTO-6 compared to LTO-5. 

III. BARIUM-FERRITE MEDIA

Intensive research on evaporating metal [11][12], sputtering 
thin films on flexible base substrates [13]-[17], and using iron 
nitride [18][19] and barium ferrite [20]-[30] particles has been 
conducted to increase the capacities of MP media in linear tape 
systems. Although many attempts to develop alternatives have 
been made, only BF technology has continually demonstrated 
system-level reliability and was finally marketed. The superior 
properties of BF media is surveyed and BF and MP media are 
compared in this section. 

A. Barium Ferrrite Particles 
A comparison of metal and barium ferrite particles is listed 

in Table II. Unpassivated Fe-Co alloy particles are unstable in 
the air because metal powder is easily oxidized whereas barium 
ferrite is essentially stable because it is an oxide. The ratio of 
the long to short axes of acicular metal particles must be 
maintained because metal particle shape induces magnetic 
anisotropy (i.e., shape anisotropy), which is the origin of metal 
particle magnetic coercivity, whereas the shape of barium 
ferrite particles can be controlled without concerning their 
coercivity because magnetocrystalline anisotropy induces the 
magnetic anisotropy of barium ferrite particles, and their 
shapes are not the dominant factor. As a result, platelet-shaped 



TABLE II COMPARISON OF MP AND BF
Metal particle Barium ferrite particle 

Shape

Acicular

Easy axis

Hexagonal-platelet-shaped
Origin of 

magnetic energy Shape anisotropy Magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy 

Material Fe-Co alloy BaO(Fe2O3)6 
Oxide

Passivation layer Required Not required 

50nm

MP(LTO5)
Size: 37 nm

Volume: 2850 nm3

Hc: 2380 Oe

BF-2nd

Size: 19.5 nm
Volume: 1600 nm3

Hc: 2550 Oe

50nm

MP(LTO5)
Size: 37 nm

Volume: 2850 nm3

Hc: 2380 Oe

BF-2nd

Size: 19.5 nm
Volume: 1600 nm3

Hc: 2550 Oe

Fig. 9. TEM images of latest MP and barium ferrite particles used in technical 
demonstration of BF-1st and BF-2nd.

MP (LTO5) BF-2ndMP (LTO5) BF-2nd

Fig. 10. SEM images of MP and BF magnetic media surfaces. 

Fig. 11. Conceptual view of balancing competing goals of narrow spacing and 
low friction. 
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Fig. 12. Profiles of surfaces measured using optical interferometry and atomic force microscopy. 

particles whose easy axis is perpendicular to their plane could 
be used, which is advantageous for coating perpendicularly 
oriented media.  

Fig. 9 presents the tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) 
image of the metal particles used in the LTO-5, which were the 
smallest   metal   particles   that   maintained   their   magnetic  
properties, and the barium ferrite particles used in the BF-2nd

(i.e., 29.5 Gbit/in2) demonstrations. The barium ferrite particles 
used in the BF-2nd demonstration were as small as 1,600 nm3,
and they maintained a coercivity as high as 2,550 [Oe]. The 
barium ferrite particle volume limitation may come from their 
thermal stability, which is considered to be <1,000 nm3. The 
128-TB cartridge expected to be launch in 2020 according to 
the INSIC roadmap 2012 [31] will use ~1,029-nm3 particles. 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the 
LTO-5 and BF-2nd surfaces are shown in Fig. 10. The barium 
ferrite particles (BF-2nd) are densely packed and relatively 
uniformly sized, while the metal particles (LTO-5) are not 
densely packed and show considerable variation in volume and 
some variation in orientation. 

B. Surface Profile design 
The surface of the medium should be as smooth as possible 

to minimize the head-to-medium spacing. However, the 
fundamental dilemma in contact magnetic recording is that 
increasing the medium smoothness may increase the amount of 
friction and, hence, may decrease the medium durability and 
runability. To resolve this dilemma, we reduced the long-range 
surface roughness, which we refer to as “waviness,” while 
adding asperities to maintain a moderate short-range one. Fig. 
11 presents the conceptual profiles of the “wavy” and 
“asperous” surfaces. The asperous surface, unlike the wavy one, 
reduced the spacing without runability loss. Fig. 12 shows the 
profiles of the LTO-5, BF-1st, and BF-2nd surfaces measured 
using optical interferometry and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) over 180 µm × 240 µm and 40 µm × 40 µm areas, 
respectively.  The data measured  using  optical  interferometry  
show a waviness of Ra = 0.7, 2.0, and 2.0 nm for the BF-2nd,
LTO-5, and BF-1st surfaces, respectively. Note that the AFM 
image of the BF-2nd surface shows many more small asperities 
than the AFM images of the LTO-5 and BF-1st ones. The 
combination of the low BF-2nd surface waviness and the 



Fig. 13. Method of measuring coefficient of friction. AlTiC rod was used and 
tape speed was set at 14 mm/s. 
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Fig. 14. COFs for LTO-5, BF-1st, and BF-2nd surfaces measured using 
apparatus shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 16. Cross-sectional views of MP and BF surfaces

moderate short-range roughness increased the signal intensity 
emanating from the medium while maintaining excellent 
durability and runability. Figs. 13 and 14 present the apparatus 
used to measure the coefficient of friction (COF) and the COFs 
measured for the LTO-5, BF-1st, and BF-2nd surfaces, 
respectively. The COF of the BF-2nd surface was apparently 
the lowest. Why the COF of the BF-1st surface is lower than 
that of the LTO-5 one is unclear. However the COFs of BF 
media are often lower than those of MP media even if their 
surface profiles are not significantly different. Fig. 15 presents 
the relation between the COF and surface roughness, Ra. All 
four samples are sold as LTO-6 media, and we obtained them 

on the market. One sample was a BF medium produced using 
the same technology used for the BF-1st and the other three 
were MP media. The COF of the BF medium was the lowest 
even though its surface was the smoothest.  

C. Orientation of barium ferrite particles 
Fig. 16 presents the cross-sectional views of MP, BF-1st,

and BF-2nd magnetic layers. The barium ferrite particles on the 
BF-2nd surface were highly perpendicularly oriented by 
applying a magnetic field in the drying zone during coating. 
While barium ferrite particles on the BF-1st surface were 
coated without applying a magnetic field in drying zone, we 
could see somewhat oriented particles due to their platelet 
shape. Although MP was also coated while applying a 
magnetic field, the direction of the magnetic field was not 
perpendicular but longitudinal. Although acicular metal 
particles  can  never  align  their easy axis to the  perpendicular 
direction because of their shape, platelet-shaped barium ferrite 
particles can easily align their easy axis to the perpendicular 
direction, resulting in high performance in the high recording 
density region just like the hard disk drive that showed 
enhanced areal density by introducing the perpendicular 
magnetic recording technology.  

IV. SUMMARY

We first surveyed the history of the increasing capacity of 
MP media cartridges in linear tape systems. Although the 



capacities of MP media cartridges have increased 25,000-fold 
in the last 30 years, we cannot expect a similar trend in the 
future because the volume of metal particles, which should be 
smaller for higher-density recording, cannot be further reduced 
without sacrificing their magnetic properties. Instead, BF 
media are expected to replace MP media and continue to rather 
quickly increase the storage capacity because the volume of BF 
particles can be reduced to <1,000 nm3 and because 
perpendicularly oriented media are easily obtained. BF media 
can be produced on the same production line as MP media 
because BF media, just as MP media, are coated under 
ordinary atmospheric conditions in contrast to vapor- or 
sputter-deposited media, which require the use of a vacuum 
apparatus. As a result, the obstacles toward mass producing 
storage devices are relatively small, and requirement of the 
explosive amount of worldwide information could be satisfied 
using BF media.  
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